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School of Business

Hiring Your First Office Assistant
Today’s webinar is presented by: 

George Buss & Timothy Barnes
             



40 hours over 3 months
(application for today’s webinar)



Your guide to building an amazing piano service business

George Buss & Timothy Barnes
              



All small business owners are 
going to eventually have a problem



Am I at this point?



STOP!



You have a time problem



“You don’t solve a time problem 
with a bad solutions that end up 

costing you even more time.



Time & Money



Put $35,000 on the table



It is just wrong to 
waste this much money 

on a rookie mistake!
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The grass isn’t always greener
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What problem are you 
trying to solve?



Am I ready to hire?
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Salary ($25,000) +  
Benefits ($  3,750) +

Training ($750  1,500) +
Management ($  4,000) +

Payroll Taxes* ($  2,500) +
Total Cost for hiring ($ 35,000)   

*State unemployment insurance can add an extra 1-2% 
 But is usually only required for firms with 3+ employees
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Am I ready to hire?
 

1. Can you articulate your problem?
2. Do you have money to spare?

3. Do you have a plan?
4. Do you have time to train?

5. Do you have their salary saved?



How do I find people?
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Avoid Rookie Mistakes
 

1. Hire the right person
2. Set everyone up for success

3. Install guard rails



Set yourself up financially



Don’t expect them to be you



Give them a complete 
job description



Give them a complete 
job description



Simplify their 
success metrics



Don’t give them 
a sales quota
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Set Revenue Targets



Create a 
‘low risk’ of failure
for your business



hiring |     ?     | firing?



hiring |     potential     | firing?
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hiring |     potential     | firing?
Your employee
Your company

You



Never hire someone you 
are not willing to fire



Never fire someone if 
you haven’t been clear



Help them reach 
their full potential



“You seem unhappy in your role, 
what is going on? 



It’s decision time



What if I am not ready?



Inaction is a 
form of failure
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Tips for taking the next step:
 

1. Sourcing people
2. What about a temp agency

3. Is distance an issue?
4. Flexibility might be better than cash

5. Writing a job description
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Tips for taking the next step:
 

6. Cash is still cash
7. Don’t recreate the wheel

8. Give them tools to succeed
9. Don’t forget automation!

10. Avoid Common Mistakes



You are NOT the rookie!



Gazelle School of Business Webinars

● Pricing Piano Services *
● Retiring & Selling *
● Simplifying Your Service Model *
● Running a Profitable Piano Service Business *
● Tripling Your Revenue *
● Hiring Your First Office Assistant *
● Hiring Your First Technician

(and more)

* Recording available.

https://growwithgazelle.com/school 


